
Admission Policy 

 

Procedures related to Admission to Post graduate courses for the academic 

year 2017-18 
 

Principles:  
 

1. The highest claim for admission is of merit  

  

2. As a part of selection procedure at entry point, comprehensive uplift and service to 

society as well as the norms of social justice should be strictly followed. 

3. In order to do justice to people who spend part of their life and allot time and assets 

towards the development of society through educational activities the management 

needs some say in the admission procedure. This also may be used for the benefit of 

meritorious eligible candidates who for some technical reason are not part of the 

admission process as well as for the marginal near merit class. 
 

Information about the admission to M.A./M.Sc. _____________ (PG courses in Fergusson 

College) 
 

1. A committee is to be formed at the department level which will look into the 

 admission procedure and will have the following composition: 

   

Principal, FCP Chairman 

Vice Principal, FCP Member  

Head/Coordinator of the department Member 

PG Co-coordinator Member 

Teacher Representative Member 

Teacher Representative  Member 

 

2.  The total number of seats available for M.A./M.Sc. _______________ are ___ and their 

distribution is as follows: 

The total number of seats available for M.Sc./M.A.(X) are distributed as follows: 

Total no. of seats for institutional quota = 15% of X 

Total number of merit based seats, Y= 85% of X 

Students from Parent University (SPPU), Z=90%  of Y 
 

General SC ST OBC DTA,NTB 

and NTD 

NTC 

 (50%Z)  (13%Z)  (7%Z)  (19%Z)  (7.5%Z)  (3.5%Z) 
              
  Students from other Universities, W= 10% of Y 
 

General SC /ST/OBC And NT 

 (50%W)  (50%W) 
 

1. As per the directives of the Government of Maharashtra candidates belonging to NTC, 

NTD and OBC category need to submit non-creamy layer certificate issued by a 

competent authority after 31st March of that respective calendar year. 



2.  Candidates belonging to SBC category can seek admission in their old caste by 

following the necessary rules applicable to that caste. 

3.       Fee structure will be different for students from the state of Maharashtra and students 

from outside Maharashtra where,  

Student from the state of Maharashtra:  a student who has completed 10th and 12th 

class exam from the state of Maharashtra OR has a Domicile status certificate of the 

state of Maharashtra  

Student from outside Maharashtra: a student who has completed 10th or 12th class 

exam from outside the state of Maharashtra 

4. 3% seats are reserved for Physically handicapped candidates (horizontal Quota over 

all categories )  

5.  5% seats are reserved for wards of ex/ active servicemen (horizontal Quota over all 

categories )  

6. Fees for wards of active servicemen who are categorized as Non Maharashtra 

candidates will be converted to Maharashtra candidates only if the current posting is 

in the state of Maharashtra  

 

 


